Lost W ages N evada

Vegas
sure -
makes sense
for a Carl reunion

As I recall, our path to knowledge
was to be locked up together
in a cold dark place
called Minnesota winter

Vegas is
the opposite extreme -
but equivalent,
six sigma out

Vegas is proof
even the earth
can have
a bad hair day

If cocaine was
god's message
that one had
too much money

Vegas is an ignorant kid
called US culture
bending over to pick up a dime
but it turns into a billion bucks

Vegas - monument
to greed -
testimony
to wretched excess

Vegas
all lingon and yoni
cultural genitalia
in its most crude form

Vegas reminds me
that making love
is more than
genital friction

And genital penetration
is not the best
way to start
a lasting relationship

Vegas
the human zoo
Pinocchio's land of toys
I'm there - let's do it!

Vegas is
to Carleton
as death
to life

And we know
death
is what gives meaning
to life

And we know
death
led us to appreciate each other
excessive Los Vegas
would do the same

... and cultural orgasm can be fun